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A nev7 kind of category, called a vjell-factored category,

is defined. This is a generalization of the category of

all modules over all rings, the category of all fibre bundles

with fixed fibre, and the category of all topological acts..

Two structure theorems are proved for vrell-factored

categories. One is an embedding into a "product" category

and the other is an embedding into the category of all

left actions in a multiplicative category without unit.

These embeddings preserve the factorization of morphisms

given in the definition of a vrell-factored category.

A sufficient condition for a category of left actions

to be a variety, as defined by Herrlich, is given. As a

corollary, it is noted that the category of all modules

over all rings iy a variety.
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INTROrUCTION

Let R 02 a ring and K be the category of all loft

R-modules. Th3 study of th3 catcjgory „M is already vrell

developed and femilj.ei-. The author sot out to study the

category of all nodules over all rings, denoted _,1'I. Thus,

eaoh jjM is a subcategory of H and Diorphisms in _M are

semilinear transformations (f,g); i.e., f is a ring honio-.

morphisuij g is a group homomorphism, and g(rm) = f(r)g{m),

for each r and m. The author then noted that numerous

categories such as the category of all topological acts,

the category of all compact acts, the category of all fibre

bundles vdth fixed fibre, the category of all ncnoids acting

on sets, and the category of all biinodules over all pairs

of rings possess properties similar to those of „Mo Most

importantly, in all these categories, ve may unic/uely factor

each laorphism as the composition of tvro inorphisas belonging

to corresponding classes of morphisms. Roughly speaking,

for pK, v:q have "module" morphlsns of the form (l,g) and

"ring" morphisES of the foi-in (f,l). These examples and

the generalizing concept of a X'Tell-factored category are

presented in Chapter I,

In Chapter II, we prove tvro structure theorems for

v:ell-'factored categories. V/e show that a TJsll-factored

category may be embedded in a very nice way into the "product'
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of three cateeories. Then we shovr that a ^rsll-factored

category may be embedded in a very nice \-ia.y as a subcategory

of the category of all left actions in a EOiltiplicatlYe

category without unit.

Herrlich introduced in [jQ an axicmatically defined

varietal category which generalized the "varietes" of LaTivere

and Linton. v;e gi'v^e in Chapter III a sufficient condition

for the category of all left actions in a multiplicative

category without unit to be a varietal category in the sense

of Herrlich. A corollary to this result is that the cate-

gory of all modules over all rings is a variety. Vie have

a generalisation of this condition and list some corollaries

to the generalization but, due to the pressures of time,

we onit the proof. We hope to publish the complete results

later.

An iraportant part of the proof for our condition given

in Chapter III is that the forgetful functor U:Lact(N) >

EnsxEns has a left adjoint. We vrere partially motivated

by the construction of a left adjoint for U when N is Ens

with the product fu.nctor and the usual asGociativity trans-

formation. This construction v:as given in Q2I].



CHAPTER I

PHSLIMINAHIES

We will use the notation of CJJ throughout, unless

stated othervrise. Also, familiarity on the part of the

reader vrith Chapters I, 11, and IV of C3 ^ will be assumed.

In this chapter, vre vrill state the definition of a vjell-

factored category, give some examples of well-factored

categories, and state some knoT-m results which are not

assuiiiod to be background knovjledge for the reader.

(i.l), Rgiaai^, For the follovring definitions j let

C be a category and let P. send P^ be tiro ''"classes" of sub-

categories of C such that each object C in C is Bjn object

in exactly one cieiaber of P. and in exactly one nainbsr of P^.

Let f be a morphism in C. Then f is said to be a P -laorphism

if and only if f is a morphism in some category in P^,

i=ls2. Note then that the composition of P, -morphisms

is a P, -morphisn, i=l,2.

(1.2)c Notation. Ab will denote the category of all

abslian groups, R will denote the category of all rings

which do not necessarily have an identity, R wilD. denote

the category of all rings having an identity and all identity-

preserving ring homomorphi ams . Ens is the category of

all setSc

(1.3). Definition. I^t N =L/IIorA and M =^ U KorA or~- " "" A e P^ " " A e P^
~



vice -versa. Let f and. g be inN, say f:A—>3 and gsA*-^B».

We say f and g are srid, connected by M-riorphlsms if and

only if there exist sequences S.jc,.,S of N~morphisms

sach that each S. is not the empty sequence, the elenents

of each S, need not be composable, S., = (f)^ ^-j^ = (£)s

and, for each i - Ij.e.-n-l, one of the folloT\ring (or one

of the follovjing with S. and S, ,. interchanged) occurs:
1 I'. 1

(1) Sj^ = (Sj^,j«»»s St,.|.< j Sjj j S]^-'1 9 • ' * j S-j_ J

where 'g,, indicates gj^ has been deleted from the sequence.

Also, g, is an identity such that if N is the collection

of all n, -raorphisms, then cod Sj^^^j ^om g^, and dom g]^.uj_

are all objects in the saroe P^ -subcategory of C, i-1,2 and

i 7^ j. If k := n. 5 then we have the above conditions for

k and k"l. If k ~ Ij then we have the above conditions

for k and k-i-l.

( 2 ) S^ - (g^. 5 . - c J g].--i.1 ) Sk» S],-;„l J • » • 5 C^

)

'-'j.j.;]^ ~ ^gp. S » • ' Sot, r ^ J- « -'• sg],-^3^S • • « 5o^ /

Where f^f * is defined and is equal to g-|,_.

i -M ~ ^ ^hi-] s " » » s ^k+1 ' * ^k- J s »
o ? S'l /

and there exist W">inorphisi>is iv. and lo.' so that la'of = g-^^j^m^

i^ees the following diagram comicutesj



(1) If f^ and f2 are p. -norphlsms as indicated by-

subscript, then fi''f2 ^^" ^ Pj_-morphisin implies f
j

is sii

identity, v;here i r' j» i - Ij?-* and j =• 1,2.

(2) If f^ is grid connected to g^ by P^-norphisms

and f 2 ts -rid comiected to £2 ^^ P^-aorphisns, i-rhere

A-4ii-^S and A-^^L^S, then f2°"l ^ S2''Gl'

(3) For each morphlsm f in C, there is a unique

factorisation f - h^s such that g is a P. -morphlsm and

h is a Pp-morphism.

We villi denote this situation by C =^- H, X' Pg*

(1.5), Exarnp]^. Let S b3 a monoid. VJe may consider

S as a category in the usual manner. If S is -irell-factored

by p. and P^j then the cardinality of P is one, 1 - 1,2.

Also, S is isomorphic to P^ X P^, where P. is identified

V7ith its member, for 1 - 1,2^ and X denotes monoid product.

Proof. We must put off the proof that this example is

true until the next chapter.

(1.6). Exara£l£. L£!t G be a group. Then G may be con-

sidered, in the usual manner, as a category. Suppose G

is v;ell factored by P and P^. Then the cardinality of

p. is one, for i - 1,2. Identifying V^ with its member,

for i = 1,2, we have G = H^^* '^'^hex-e X denotes the direct

product of groups.

^qcf . We must put off the proof that this example

is true until the next chapter,

^^'?)' Definitioii. Let £ , C ^, andC^, be categories.

Define the category "^X^'cY^ifC'^ as follows.- the object



class of C X C X C is equal to the object class, of
X tL J

C, X C,, X C^. Also, a morphlsm in C. ;< C ,. x^ o is of the

form (f5s)s(G3_,C2,C3) >(C5 ,C^,C.^) , where fjC^^ >CJ^ is a

morphissi in C. Sjicl gsC- ->C* is a morphism in C^. It is

clear that "C . x C ^ x G ^ is indeed a catesor,],'-,
L w _y

(1,8). Pi£oso.?Atvi£?i» I'2t C^, C2» ^-'"^ ^-^ ^-"^ categories.

Let C^ fcs an object in C^, Let P^ ( Q ) be the subcategory

of C
^ x~l' 2^2 o Si"cen by s

Obq(C^) = {^(G;^,C2sC3)| C\ 6 Ot£^, i = 2,3}=

and Morq(Ci) = {(C^jC^sC^) :• -MC^CJ^O* )
|

g:C^—^Cg

is a C2-norphisin and 1 - IcJV. L^^t P-^ - "(^P^^CC^^)
|
C^e OcG^V.

Define P2 analogously! i.s«} define P2 by restricting the

second coordinate. Then any subcategoryA of C^ x ^2 ^ ^3»

in vj-hich (3) of 1,^- holds and such that (Ijl) ? (A|j_5A2,Ao)—

>

t

(A-|^sA25A-3) is an A^iiiorphism, implies A3 = Ao is vrell-fac-

torod by the restrictions of P^ and (2 to A. \le call this

the standard well- factorization of A,

^;oof_. Let Abe such a category. It is clear that

each object in A is an object in exactly one member of P-^

and in exactly one member of P2. B'irst, vie prove that (1)

of 1 .
''-I- holds in A , Let ( 1 ;^) 5 ( B^ , B2 -, E-.. y—>(

Bj_
, A2 ; A-, ) and

(jB,l) J (0^,32,03) 5(3^,B2,B<j), Then (i jO<) o(|3, l) = (-1)

implies <x = 1, Then by hypothesis B-^ = A-,, Thus, (ijC<) is

an identityc Similarly, {l,oi)^{p,l) ^^ {l,'<r) implies (p,i )

is an identity. Thus, (1) of iJ-)- holds o Suppose

(l,fl) (f2»l)
(
A^^ , A2 , A.3

)

->{ Ai , B2 .. Bj) > ( C^ , B2 , C3 ) and



(A^.Ag.A )
-± >(A^,E^,B') 2 Xc^jB^jC^) where

(Ijf^) and (1,0-j) are grid connected by fl-siorphl sns and

(fgjl) and (g„s1) are grid connected by n-raorphls^is. It

suffices to prove f^ = g^ and f^ = gp^ We will prove f^ = g^

since the proof that f^ ~ gp is analogous. VJe use the

sequences of f^-Eiorphisms from 1,3, where S. = (f.) and

^n
~ (S;j^). We vLlll prove the following inductively: if

^i " (S^^,...,g^), then g^^ = (i,hj.^. ) , . . . ,g^ = (l.,h^),

V ""^'1 ^^ defined and if S^^^.^ =.

^^^.. ^^ ° « 'S^) , S^^^^ =

^-s^n« ,.)'••• jS-i
'-'' (Ijh.), then h^ => •"oh. - h^^ * " °h.

,

for i = l,..o,n"l. Suppose i - i. By 1.3» we have three

possible cases.

(1) S^ = (dsf^)) and Sg = (d^Dsd^f^)) or S^ r.

((l,f^), (1,1)). Then cod(l,f^) and doa(l,l) are in the

same P^-category implies coddjf ) - domd,!) = codd,l).
1

Thusj the inductive statement is true here for i = 1.

(2) S^ =-- (dy f^)) and S^ =
( d,f ) , d,f » ) ) , where

. d,f)od5f«) -.-. d^f^). Then the inductive statement for

i = 1 is obviously true here.

(3) S^ :- (djf^)) and S^ ^- (d,h)) where there exist

Pg-morphisBs (nijl) and (m%i.) such that (E.',l)«d,h) =

djf ^) oC'^'jl) , Thus, h - f., so the inductive statement

fo2.^ i - 1 is true here.

Going from S^ to S^^.,.^ is quite similar to the above.

Thus, f = g. . Similarly, i' - g^. Hence, (f ,1)0(1, f.) --=

(S2s 1 )
" d i S^ ) . Thus , A is vrell~factored.

(1.9). E:caiao],e^. V/e now exhibit a product category
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such that conlition (3) of lA does not hold in all of its

subcategories e Let C be the full DUbcategory of Ens x Ens =

Ens X Ens X irhose objects are pairs (X,!) of sets X and

Y which have the cane cardinality. Let 9. have the standard

well-factorisation. Let inc;<{i}-

—

^ilt^y be the inclusion

function. Then ilyiOylna) %{il},^iy) ^>('{ls2>, «(l,2>) is a

C-morphism. Eoiiever, it is easy to see that this has no

P. " r„ factorization.

(1.10). Example. He now exhibit a category C x pTx~^o

V7hich is not Trell-factored in the standard way. Let £^ ~

Co = C^ - Ens, Then it is easy to see that the morphism

(i,l)sh^l>.<l>s,fl>)—>«l>,-{i>.<l,2>) has infinitely many

'^l"^2
f^'^'t*^2ri2ations. Note also that the condition (1,1):

(C^jCgsC^) >(C-j^,C2jC*) is a morphism implies C^ ~ C' fails,

(1.11). Sx.ample_. Let A be a category. Let D be the

diagram schene given by 1—»->2. Then[J) ,£j is the category

of all diagrams in A overS). For convience of notation,

we VTill denote tsA^ >A.2 ^-^ (A^,A2st). Let C == C =.- A

and let C be the discrete category such that ObC = iforA,

Then [D 5 a] is a subcategory of C x C^ x C" , Suppose (l,!):

(A.,A ,t) ->(A^,A25t' ). Then l<»t = t'"! so t = t*. Suppose

(f,g):(A.,A2vt) ->(A' A» t'). Then (l,g) : (A. ,A^, t) >

(A^,A^,t'of) £nd (f,i)i(i^,A^,t'cf) >(Aj,A^,t') and (f,s) =

(f ,1) o(l,g) . Furthermore, this is the unique P^-' ri f'^^'^o^-

ization of (f.g). Thus, by l.Sj [SjA] is uell-faotored.

Special cases of interest are:

(1) If A =R, then[D,AJ is denoted ^ and is well-

factored.



(2) If A = R^, then D:, a] is denoted by ^R^.

(3) If A = Top, the cateGorjr of all topological spaces,

then ^,4] is denoted as Rm, the category of all bundles.

(1.12), Exe22i§.' ^'^^ ^K be the category of all modules

over all rings. That is, an object in M is a triple (R,M,p)
R"~

where R is a ring, 14 is an abelian group, and p:R y l<l ^M

is a function so that (R,M,p) is a left R-module, A morphism

in .n taking (R,K,p) into (R',H»,pO is a pair (f,g) so

that f is a ring morphism tailing R into R*, g is a group

morphism taking II into rl', aiid, for each r in R and m in li,

we have that g(rm) = f (r)g(m). Let _M be the subcategory

of „K consisting of all R-nodules and so that a morphism

(f ,g) in j^M is a morphism in j^K if and only if f = Ij^.

Vrnenever possible, (R,M,p) is denoted by (RjM). Let rjM

be the subcategory of H consisting of all modules having

carrier equal to K. A morphism (f jg) in vM is a morphism

in p,!'I if and only if g = 1,,-. Let R, be the collection of

all _K such that R is a ring. L«t IT be the collection
R"" c.

of all jjM such that !•! is an abelian group. Then rM = H '*^ '"p'

Proof, Since P, a>id FL are the standard well-factorl-

zationj we may apply 1.8. Suppose (1,1) : (RsM,p) -^(R,M,p*).

In the dcmainj rm = pCr-sn). In the codomain, r*in = p*(r,m).

Thus, p*(r,m) = r-ia = l(r)n(m) = l(rm) = l(p(r,m)) = p(r,m).

This says p» = p. Suppose (f ,g) : (R.K.p) >(R',H*»P*)»

Then (l,g) ? (H,M,p) ->(R,H» ,p'» (fxl) ) and (f ,1) sC.,I'I* ,p'° (f xl)

)

—>(R',M' p') and (f,l)-(l,g) = (f,g). Moreover, this is

the unique /^.j -- Pp factorization. Tnen by 1.8 we have that
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(1.13). Exanrole . Let pMp^ be the category of all bi-

modules over all rings. An object (R,I-ijS,pji jp ) in ^K^ ^^

such that R and H are rings, K is an abelian group, p^:

RxI'I—>II, pgiM^S—^H, (R5ll,p]_) is a left R-module, (M,S,P2)

is a right S-nodule, and, for each r in R and m in M and

s in S, \:e have (rrri).? = r(ins). A morphiam in ^K-^ taking

(H,K,S) into (R',M',S«) is a triple (f,Ssh) so that fsR—?R»

is a ring morphisni, hsS—>>3' is a ring morphism, and gsM—>i'i'

is a group morphism so that, for eac?i r in R and n in M

and s in S, g(rn) = f(r)g(m) sjid g(Lis) - g(m)h(s), VJlienever

possible, we denote (R,MjS,p^,p2) by (RjKjS).

VJe define H, -subcategories analogously to H. -subcate-

gories in 1.3.2 by holding the rings constajit. We define

r2-subcategories analogously to P -subcategories in 1.12

by holding the abelian group constant. Then jdH-j = V-^ x V2*

j^qof . This proof is analogous to the proof of 1.12.

V/e change notation from (RjHjSjp^jp^) to ( {R5S) ,H, (pj_,P2)

)

and froL- (f,g,h) to ({f,h),g).

(1.1^). Example. Let ^M-o be the full subcategory of

jjMjj determined by the objects of the forM (R,M,R). Then

the vrell-factorlzation of ^Kjj given in I.13 induces a well-

factorization of ^Ijj.

^oof. This is a straightforward application of 1.8.

(1.15). Examples. We define the categories ^-.M, ^K 1,

^^^ rI^rI analogously to respectively ^M, ^^, ^K^ by

replacing R with R^. V/e also obtain well-factorizations
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of these catesories in aii analogous fashion. Finally,

K^ and, K^l ai^e ;;ell~factored, where no;r v/e have right nodules

rather than left modules.

&2£il» It is clear that these examples are valid.

(1.16), gxampie. Let C te the category of all topo-

logical acts. An object in C is a triple (S,Xsp:Sj^'X—->X)

such that S is a Hausdorff topological senigroup, X is a

Hausdorff space, p is continuous and gives the multipli-

cation, and, s and t in S and x in X, {st)x ^-- s(tx). VJe

denote (S5X5P) by (S,X) irhenever possible. A morphlsn in

C taking (S,X) into (S»,X») is a pair (f,g) such that f;S—>3»

is continuous and preserves the semigroup multiplication,

S'X ^^' Is continuous, and, for each s in S and x in X,

g(sx) = f(s)g(x).

C is a subcategory of C
-j^
x £2 x C^ where C^ is the

category of all topological semigroups, C^ is the category

of all Hausdorff spaces, and C^ is the discrete category

having as objects all pjS-^^X—->X so that p is continuous

and S and X are Hausdorff spaces. Then C is well-factored

by the standard ifell-factorization.

^.f^^t' This is an easy application of 1.8.

(1.1?). Kxs^mie_, Let Comp C be the category of all

compact topological acts. That is, Comp C is the full

subcategory of C determined by the objects (S,X) in C such

that S and X are compact. Then Comp C is well-factored

by the factorization induced from C.

^2££.« We note that the induced factorization is just
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the standard T-rell-factorlnation of Coap C. V/ith this fact,

the proof is an easy application of 1.8.

^-•i^')« ^^^^2lS.« If G is a topological group, a right

G-s^aoe is a topological space X along with a map XxQ >X,

The image of (x,s) is denoted xs. We require the follovring:

(1) For each x in X and s and s' in G, x(ss') = (xs)s».

(2) For each x in X^ xl = x, where 1 is the identity

in G.

A G-space is called efX§CiJAze provided xs = x implies

s - 1. Let X-- = {"(x,xs)eX><x|x is in X and s is in G>,

where X is an effective G-space. There is a function t:

X^^ XJ defined by xt(x,x») = x« and irhich is called the

tSSS^^tion function, A G-space X is called principal

provided X is an effective G=space with a continuous trans-

lation function. A JDTincl^gl G-bundle is a bundle (X,p,B),

where X is a principal G-space. A morphism (u,f ) : (X,p, B) >

(X',p«,B«) between two principal G-bundles is a ^rei-ni^ip?!

Sor£hlsm provided ujX—^X' is a G-module homomorphism and

is continuous. Let PBan be the category of principal bundles

and principal morphisas. Let PBung be the subcategory of

P&an obtained by holding B in (X,p,B) constant and PEun^

be the subcategory obtained by holding X in (X,p,B) constant.

Then morphisns have identities in the "constant" coordinate.

Let n. be the "class" of all PBan^ and let P^^ be the "class"

of all PSing. Then PBan =^ f^ x Pg.

S:oof
.
Since P^ and Ta are the factorization induced

on PBun by the Tvell-factorization of Bj.n given in 1.11,
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it suffices to prove that condition (3) of 1.^:- holds.

Suppose (u,f)j(X5p,E) ->(Z',pSB'). Then (l^f ) s (X^p.B) y

(X%fop,3') and (u,l):(:{,fop,E') >(X',p»,B') and (X,fcp,3')

is an object in PBan. The rest is clear.

(1.19). SxaEple. For further details about the cate-

gory of fibre oondles and about 1.18, tlia reader should

consult [t] . iv.To elements x and x» in a G-cpace X are

said to be G-equivalent if and only if there exists s in

G such that xs = x'. This is an equivalence relation, so

we may form the quotient space, denoted X/G.

Let d =- (X.p,B) be a principal G-bundle and let F be

a left G~space. The equation (x5y)s = (xSjS"^^) defines

a right G-space structure on Xx?. Let Xp denote the quotient

space (X.-?)/G and let pptXp >B be the factorization of

XX?—2£.>C_vX—P_>3 by the canonical map X^^F 5-Xp. Thus,

for (x,y) in X,\'?, Pp( (x;y)G) = p(x). Then (Xp,pp,E), de-

noted d[FL)s i^' the fibre bundle over B with fibre F (vievred

as a G»space) and associated principal bundle d, A fibre

EiL^.^lism from d[?3 to d'[P3 is a bundle morphism of the

form (up,f):d[?0 ->-'[fJ, where (usf)jd—>d» is a principal

bundle morphism ©jid Up is obtained as follows s u:X—'>X»

induces a G-morphism u%l:X>c?—>X»xP end Up is the induced

quotient map from (XkF)/G to (X'>c.v)/G, Let BanLF] denote

the category of all fibre bundles with fibre F. Let Bin[Fj^

be the subcategory obtained by holding X constant in d

and BonLFJg be the s-ubcategory obtained by holding B con-

stant in d. Lot Pj be the "class" of all Fan[?J-^ and let



Pg te the "class" of all EonCFOg. Then Bin[P] - P^ X H,.

^££PX« ^^^ 3.n I.I85 it suffices to prove (3) of Uk
Suppose (up,f):(XXF/G,pp,B) (X^x?/G,p»p, B» ) . Then we

have a unique [\- f^ factorization

(Up,f)

(UpsD

r i'

as soon as vre pr-ove that (Xpfp'ou,,, B' ) is a fibre bundle.

Hovrever, this is a siEple consequence of the fact that vre

Bxe working with quotient Raps and the details are left to

the reader.

(1.20), Path Categ^ories^. Recall that a graph is a

class of objects J a class of morphisms, a domain functions

and a codonain function; i.e.j a graph is a category tjithout

composition. Thus, there is an obvious forgetful functor

from the category of all categories to the category of all

graphs. ( VJe should point out that a morphism of graphs

consists of a pair of fimctions (F^^P^), so that for graphs

Gj and G^, P^:ObGj—^ObG^ and FgtHor G^—^Hor G., so that

if g is a G^-norphisn, then F^^Cdom g) = dom FgCs) and P-(cod g)

= cod F2(s).) This forgetful functor has a left adjoint;

i.e., free categories (over graphs) exist. (These are

also called £ath categories. ) This construction is done

by using finite sequences of "composable'- arrows in the

graph as morphisns in the free category and juxtaposition

as composition. Given an object A in the graph, ( )j^ (the
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ecipty sequence from A to A) is the identity morphism on

A. The path cate£ory on a graph G is denoted Pa G. Tvfo

systems of notation v:ill be used in path categories. We

may denote norphisns pictorially as A—5l->3-^-2->C-^i3. . .-^-pD
or as sequences as is^^, . . . ,Sj,s^,s^) , Note thsit vjhen rait-

ten as a sequence, the morphisms are irritten in their

*'composable" order. The identity norphism on A may be de-

noted as A-1-1a^A or just by ( ),. We will VTrite A-^B-LK
B-^C as (s,f).

(1»21), Categorical Relations. Let C be a category

and let E be a relation on Mor C. Then E is called a

23^MS23L\^§1. ££lsM£^ if and only if f E g implies dom f =

dom g and cod f = cod g. Also, E is said to be corapatible

if and only if (1) f S g; hog defined, and hof defined implies

hof E hog and (2) f S g, f»h defined, and g-h defined implies

foh E goh.

It is clesT- that U(ho!n(A,B) x hom(B,A)) is a categor-
A, B e ObC

ical, compatible equivalence relation. Since the inter-

section of any family of categorical, compatible equivalence

relations is a categorical, compatible equivalence relation,

any subset of (J (hom(A,3) xhoiTi(B,A)) generates a categor-
AjBeObC

ical, compatible equivalence relation. Some sources refer

to a categorical, com.patible equivalence relation as a

congruence relation.

Finally, if E is a categorical, compatible equivalence

relation, then we may form the quotient category of C by E,

denoted by C/E, as follous; Ob C/E = Ob C and Kor(C/E) -
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(Mor C)/E, dou[f] = don f and cod[f] = cod f, ana [f] o [g]

= fog, vrhere x:e vrrlte a morphisni in C/S Trith representative

f in C as ffj.



CHAPTER II

TWO EHBSDDING TIIHORSMS

In this chapter we show the equivalence of the general

concept of well-factored category to tvro special kinds of

well-factored categories.

(2.1). D|finitl£n, A nultiplicative catep^ory without

unit is a triple N = (Mj©,^) such that!

(a) M is a category,

(b) ®sK X K—
->I1

is a blfunctor.

(c) For all objects L,M,N in K, '<^
j,^

j^:L®<lM®w) >(L©:'I)0N

is an isomorphism and is natural in LjM, and N. V/e will

usually T/.rrite '=<^ ,, ,, as just o<

.

JU
J i'i J N

(d) For all objects L,H,N, and P of Hj the folloiflng

diagram coraautes:

(L®M)®(N0P)

L ((l>c>N)g>P)-
o<

((L^M)©N)g)I

->(L(S(K(3N)) ?

(2.2). ^ixrlc. Definition 2.1 and the definitions of

a semigroup and of an act are motivated by similar defi-

nitions in pj. Conditions a.b, and c do not imply con-

dition d. For example, let N - „Mj v:here R is a commutative

17
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ring with identity. Let g) he the usual tensor product

of modules o-ver R. Let « be defined by: lS>i:a0n)\—->(-10u)0n.

Then conditions a, b, and c hold but d fails, if char R j-' 2,

^2.3). PjIinU^iSS.' A send^roujD in N Is a pair (S,u)

such that the folloulns hold:

(a) S is an object in M where N = (KjfS't'x),

(b) SxS-^.S is a morphism in K.

(c) The following diagram commutes:

l®u
S0{S0S)- -&S0S

5(y.:; )(g)S

u©l

S@3-
u

u

V/henever possible, we denote (S,u) as S.

^2.^). iMiS^tioii* If M is a multiplicative category

without unit, then Ssp(N) is the category of semigroups

in N. A morphism in Sgp(N) from (S,u) to (T,v) is a mor-

phism f :S—>T in K so that the following diagram commutes:

u
S03-

f0f

-?S

\^ V
T®T- -^T

Composition is induced from M. It is clear that Sgp(N)

is indeed a category.

(2.5). EsCi^iiiciS' Let (S,u) be a semigrou-o in N =

(Ms®,^0 and let K be an object in H. Then a lej;t aotdon

of (S,u) on ^'^ in N is a triple ( (S,u) ,M,S®M-^->H) where z
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is a morphism in H and the follo-.)-ing diasram commutes:

S®(S0M)- ^S®M

«

{203)0^1

U01

S^l'r — __
J2,j

2

V/henever possible, ire ttIII denote ( (S,u) jHjS®::-^^) by

(S,M,z).

(2.6). Definition. Lact(N) is the category of all

left actions in N. A morphism in Lact(N) taking (S,M,z)

into (T,N,z*) is a pair (f,g) where f:S—^T is a morphism

in Sgp(N) and gsM—J-N is a morphism in H (N = (K5®,c<) ) s^d

the follo'/iing diagram cojonutes:

S0I

f^g S

line composition is induced from H. It is clear that Lact(N)

is indeed a category,

(2.7). 2ltiSijyi2a' I^t M = (iii©5'=<) be a multiplicative

category vrithout unit. N is said to be exact if and only

if o< is alirays an identity morphism.

(2.8). St;:op^sitiOTL, Let C be a category. Then there

exists N, an exact multiplicative category without ujait,

such that C is isomorphic to a subcategory of I^ct(N).

^2£t« I'-'t li cs the category of all endofunctors of C.
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Then N = (M,conposition, equality) is an exact multiplicative

category without unit since the interchange law says compo-

sition is a bifunctor taking UxE into M. Let C be an

object in C. Then let CjC—>C be defined by C(A) = C,

for each object A in C, and C(f ) = 1^, for each morphism

f in C, Then C is an endofunctor of C.

Let K be the identity functor on C. Then it is easy

to see tliat (K,!^) is a semigroup in N. Define F:C—>Lact(N)

by F(C) - ((K,l..),Cs 1-j). The following diagram coramutesj

Ko(KoC) ^

^ 1

->K*C

^0

->C

This shows that P(C) is an object in Lact{N). If f is a

morphism in C, then F(f ) =. (if) ,,here f --= {t > and^ ^ A AeOb C '

for- each object A in C, t^ = f . it is clear that f il

a morphism in M and that {l^J) is a morphism in lact(N).

Thus, F:C—>Lact(N) is clearly a functor and is one-to-one

on objects and on aorphisms.

Now we show that im(P) is a subcategory of Lact(N).

Suppose P(f)oF(g) is defined. Then cod F(g) = (K,B,1-)

and dom P(f) =. (K,C,1~) and cod F(g) = don, F(f), Thus,

B = C so B = C. Eut then cod g = B = C = dom f so fog

is defined. Hence, F(f)oP(g) = F(f,g) g^ im(F) is closed

under composition. Therefore, im(F) is a subcategory of

Lact(N) so C is isouorphic to im{F).
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(2.9). Remark . Although proposition 2.8 is a very

general embedding theorem, it seems to have very little

practical use. We will prove later an embedding theorem

of ivell-factored categories into categories of left actions

so that the embedding preserves TL -factorizations. This

is a much more useful embedding. However, we will first

prove an embedding theorem of a somewhat different nature,

(2.10). Theorem. Let C be a well-factored category.

Then there exist categories C. $ C,^? £-'i C such that C
1 <i J

is isomorphic to a subcategory of C . x 9.oX 9^ ^'^^ich is v:ell-

factored by the standard well-factorization. Moreover,

each Pj|_-morphism in G maps to a H-morphism in the subcate-

gory of C. X C X C 5 for i =- 1,2.
" ^ J

^2.11). Remark. Before proving 2,10, we apply it to

prove 1,5 B.nd. 1,6. Then several preliminary propositions

leading to the proof of 2.10 will be given.

(2.12). Remark. Note that if A is a subcategory of

C-i X C^ X C^_, so that A is well-factored in the standard vray
"i —/i. —J —
by P^ and P , then by letting P' = P and P' =- P , we have

that A --^ ^{^^2' P^^"^'^*^^^ (3^ °^ ^'^- holds. However, P^

and P' are not the standard well-factorization. It is

clear that by letting C» = C^, Cl = C, , and Cf = C^ that

A is then well-factored in the standard way by P? and P

'

~ 12
as a subcategory of CixCi,xCi. By 2,10, given any cate-

gory A with any vrell-factorization, we can find sn isomor-

phic copy of A so that the isomorphic copy is then vrell-

factored in the standard manner by the corresponding well-

factorization.
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(2.13). Proof of 1.5. Define H:S—>P^ >c f^ by H(s) =

(s^jS^), tThere s = s^^s^. (v/e are using subscript to

indicate r^^-norphism, ) By 2.10, there exist categories

C^s C2, and C„ such that ire have an embedding .F:S ->

~l^-2^% ^"^-^^ presei-ves HL-morphisms. Thus, F{s^) is

a r^-morphissi and F(s^) is a ri-morphism; i.e., FCs^) =

(a,l) and P(s-^) = (l,b), for some a and b. The we have

F(s2)°F(s^) --- (a,l)o(i,b) = (a,b) = (l,b)o(a,l) = F(cJop(s ).

But F is one-to-one on morphisms , so Sp^s^ = s-^s . \Is

know H is well-defined since the r^~ fl factorization of

a morphism is unique, I/st s and s* be In S. Then se>s« _

(Sp^'S. )o(s*«s' ) = S o (3 os')<»S* = S o(s»os )<=S*- =^ ^i 212i 22 11
(s^-spoCs^osp. Thus, H(sosM = (s^os|,S2«'s') =

(33^,82)0 (s»,sp = H(s)^K(s»), so PI is a functor and a

monoid mor-phis:ii. H(s) = H(s') implies s = 82*3 = s» so

s = s*. Thus, H is one-to-one.

Let (s.jSp) be a>i element of f] ^' To. Then So^s. "is^
J. 2 iC 1 ~

in S and HCsg^s^) = (5^,82). Thus, PI is onto. Since Pi and

p2 SJTS subcategories of S, P^ and P2 are submonoids of S.

Hence, H is an isomorphism and so S is isomorphic to P- x H.

^2.1^-). Sioof of 1.6. We will first prove that P^^ is

a normal subgroup of G. Since P^ is a nonempty subcategory

of G, 1 is in P^ and P2 is closed under multiplication.

Let g2 t)e in P^, Then g'^ =
^a"^'^!'

^''"^^®--® ^2 ^"^ ^1 ^^^®

unique elements of P^ and P^ respectively. Then 1 = g2''S:^ =

g2°(h2''^l) = (S2*'J'i2)°^i = lol. By uniqueness of P^.>P

factorization, h^ - 1 so g^^ = hg and h^ is in T^. Thus,
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P is a subjro-ap of G. Let g be in P and g bs in P .

Then by an argument similar to the one in 2.13, ^'^e have

that Sj^^gg - S2''Sj. Thus, for each h in P^* S°h''S"-^ =

-1 -1 -1
S2°^-\''^-] "^'^"Sp ~ ^^/^''''Sp ^^i^iich is ing2°Si°h='gT-'-o £"'•

^2

P2. Thus, P^ is a normal subgroup of G. Similarly, P

is a normal subgroup of Go Thus, by uniqueness of ^'.-1!

factorization, G = '1 ^ ^» vrhere x now denotes direct prod-

uct.

(2.15). l^^fXlRlMPJL' Let C be a category which is wsll-

factored by f^ and P^. Then a neu category C- may be formed

as follows. Form a graph denoted as G^ by taking Ob G^ - P..

For each Pg-morphism g:A S, there exist unique A and B

in P^ such that A is an object in A and B is a^i object in

B. I«t there correspond a unique arrow gjA >3 in the

graph G^c Define •&- on Pa(G^) byi

(1) (A ^A yk)
js-

(A i—>A), for each object A in A.

(2) Vj~~^l—^—>2) V (W ^°^
>U) whenever gof is

defined.

X^T(3) (li—^-^V) r (W—̂ —>V) provided there exist P^-

morphisms a and b so that the following diagram coinautes:

f

Now r is a categorical relation on Pa(G^), Lst ? be the

categorical, conpatible equivalence relation generated by y

.

T?ien let C^ rr (?a Gj^)/^.
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(2.16). Hem.^l£. Let C be a category Tvhich is well-

factored by r^ ai'id P^, l/e nay fern a category C^ by inter-

changing 1 and 2 throughout definition 2.15.

(2'17). .£££2!ial^.Hi« ^"f^ y be a categorical relation.

Let ? be the categorical, compatible equivalence relation

generated by jr. Then ? consists precisely of those pairs

(s»S*) of sorphisms such that don g = dom g» and cod g =

cod g' and the following holds: there exist morphisms

Cl5...»G^, such that for each i - 1, . . . ,nj dom g^ = dom g

and cod g^ = cod g and, for each i = 0,..o,n, (letting

go = g and
Sy:^.'ri = g') there exist g^^ and g.^*^ such that

g. = g:^'o ...ogl.i and g.^^ = g^i^^.
-"-e^;^ -nd, for

each = l,..,,v^, S^^i E g^;^ V7here E is -, y , or y^l.

SZ£2i^ The proof of this proposition is routine and

vrill be left to the reader.
.

(2.18). Propj)sition. Let h and h« be Pj: -morphisms

in C where C = P^x P^. Lot Pa(C-2) be the free category

formed in 2.16 and let h and h« denote the morphisms in

^a.iG^) corresponding respectively to h and h'. If h?h',
then in C, h and h* are T^-morphisms grid connected by

r^-morphisms,

feioof .
In order to prove this proposition, it is nec-

essary to make a careful analysis of what hFh' means.

Namely, we have morphisms g^,...,g^ as in 2.1?. Note that

we may avoid the possibility that some g^ is the empty

morphism by, if so, putting an identity (corresponding

to a P^^identlty) alongside gi,...,g^ and a r -related path
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categoi-y identity alongoide h o>ia h'. Now we write do^rn

equivalent conditions in C to descrioe the process in 2.1?.

We have that there esist sequences of Q-Eorphisins S , ...,

^n+l such that Sq = (h), S,^..i = (h'), no S^ is eapty and

(since vis ns.y '-.-ithout loss of generality assume that g^'^ =
j,i

-^

gjL-i-i*
^^^' e^^^i 5 except sone one value of j) for S. and

Si+1 we have (or with S. and S^^^^ interchanged) one of

the following occurs:

(a) l^y ( )^ means that A is an object in A so we

have Si = (^p»---.Vj,+i,Vj^,Vj^^^,...,v^) and

^1-rl = ^"'p* • • • s'^]r:-hl>'^li5Vj,_^^, . . . jV^) where v-^ means

Vj. has been deleted from the sequence, vj. is an identity,

and cod y^^i, dom Vj^^^, and cod r-^ = dom Vj^ are all in the

same ^g'^^^'^^sory,

(b) S^ :- ^^p""»^ka.i»Vj^jVj^„l»...jV^) and

Si+1 = (Vp 5 . . . ,
Vj.^J , s s t , Vj^_^ , . . . J Y^ ) vrhere s ot = v,,

( c

)

S^ -- (vp s . . .

,

\\j^i , '^ir »
Vj^„ J , , . , 5 VJ ) aiod

Sj_^.i - ('^p* • • • »"^"k-M»^"^»'^k-l»' • •
»"^i)

where there exist

l^-Eiorphisns a ajid b so that a«Vj,- = wob.

Then (a) corresponds to (1) in the definition of y,

(b) corresponds to (2) in the definition of i-, and (c)

corresponds to (3) in the definition of y. Thus, by I.3,

h and h» ar-e /J^-sorphisns grid connected by l^-morphisms.

(2,19). I;£o.S03itj,on. Let h and h» be Pp-norphisms

in C where C - q x f^. let PaCC-^) be the path category

formed in 2.15 and let h and h« denote the norphisms in

Pa(G^) corresponding respectively to h and h*. If hrh',
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then in C, h aiid h' are P^-norphisms grid connected by

I -.-iiiorphlsns.

Proof. The proof is the sacie as for 2.18, with 1 and 2

interchaiiged.

(2.20). ^C2.f of. 2.10. Let C^ and C^ be the categories

forced in 2.15 £nd 2. 16 rospsotlvely. Let C be the dis-

crete category forced by the objects of C. Let A be aji

object in C. Then there exist unique A^ in H, and unique

A^ in r^ such that A is an object in A^ ajid A is sn object

in Ag. refine T t C—^-Q^TJ^T^^ on objects by P(A) =

^A-i^>A^>^)' Suppose f:A—>B is a morphism in C. Then there

exist a unique factorization f = hog ,ihere g is a P^-morphism
and h is a r^-aorphisn. Then define P(f) --. ([hl^Cs])?

(^;^jA2»-^) ^(B^sB^jB). It is clear that P is vxell-defined.

Now ^le must show that F is a functor. Since 1. = i o iA A -"a
and since 1^ is both a q^norphisn and a P^-morphisia, P(l ) =

(Cl^;).[l^3) - i(^^^^^^^^j = l^^^y Suppose A-il-^.3-^-!_>D.

Then we have Pi-Pg factorizations as indicated by the fol~

lowing cormutative diagrams

f

By definition of ^ m 2.15 and in 2.16, h?p» in Pa(G^) and

P?g' in PaCc-^). Thus, [ h] = [p'J and CpD - Cs'J.
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F(f )oF(f) = (Ch'J,CG»3)o(Chl,rG3) - ([:i!]°M,i;s']-Cs]) =

(D^-'J^pG^H-H) - ([h'-P'l^CP-s]) - F(fof). Conss-

quently, P is a functor.

It is clear that F is one-to-one on objects. Suppose

F(f) = F(f*) where f and f» are morphisiis in C. Then dom f

dom f and cc:l f ^- cod f» . Also, f and f» have ^^-V^ fac-

torizations as indicated by the follouing diagram where the

top ajid bottom tricoigles are commutative:

Thxi.s, F(f) = (Chl^rsl) and F(f') - ([h'Jj^g']) so [h] -[h']

and £^ = Ls'3 » i'G., as Pa(G^) and PaCGg) Horphises, h?h*

and gyg*. B-j 2.18 and 2.19j h s.nd h* are fl-Korphisms

grid connected by f^-morphisms and g and g' are ri-niorphisias

grid connected by R-morphisms. ^ definition of a well-

factored category, we then have f = h^g = h*«g* ~ f.

Thus, P is one-to-one on morphisms.

.

We next show that im(F) is a subcategory of C x C x C .

It suffices to show im(F) is closed under composition.

Suppose P(f)oF(g) is defined. Then dom F(f) ^ (A^,Ap,A)

and cod F(g) =-- iB-jB^jB) so A = B. Eu.t by definition of

F, A - do:n f and B ~ cod g so fog is defined. Hence,

F(f)''F(£) = P(fcg) so im{P) is closed under composition.

Since we have that C is isomorphic to im(F), we now
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show im(F) Is well-factored in the standard maimer. It

suffices to she-.; that each P^-norphism in C maps to a P-
morphis.^,, in C^xC^xC^, i = 1^2, If f is a P^-morphisia,

then f - lof is the P^- /^factorization of f so P(f) =

(CfJ^UJ) and Ci3 is always an identity in C,. Hence,

F(f
)

is a r^-morphism. Similarly, ire can show that P pre-
serves P^^norphisrris. This conpletes the proof.

(2.21). Remark. Now that we have gone through the

construction of C^, c^, and C3, we may ask what C^, c,,

and C^ are for sone familiar categories.

Suppose S is a monoid well-factored by P and P

.

Then as noted earlier, discounting empty subcategories,

card(r^) = caixKP^) = 1 and, identifying P^ with its member
and r^ with its member, S ^ P x P as a monoid. But by

2.10, S is isomorphic to a subcategory of IT'x C x""C .

We ask, "ifhat are C^, C^, and C^?''" According to the con-

struction, C^ . (Pa G^)/? where G^ is the graph of P^-mor-

Phisms. Then G^ 3s P^ considered as a graph. Bat we

identify 1^ ,,ith ( )^^ and (f,g) nlth (fog). Finally,

>:e say fFg if there are ^^morphisms a and b so that bof =

g-a. Bat as noted in 2.I3, gca = a.g, so bof =. a^g. We

then have two P^-^p^ factorizations of an S^.morphism. Hence,

% - Pg. Similarly, C^. ^ P^ and card(C3) " ^^3.'«d(0b S) =. 1.

It is easy to see that F-s-^c^irc^-Tc. fro::. 2.10 is onto.

Similarly, if g is a group and is -.-ell^factored by

Pi and P then card(P) ^- car^cK P \ . .^
^ J.; ccrcu^) - 1 and, making the

identifications o-f" abovp r 'y P r^ ^ H -, , vaoovc, Cj ~ \ 2^ 2.2'-= 'is end card(C3) ^' ^'
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Now we consider ^^H, the category of all modules over all

rings. Ob(G^) =^^JIJH is a ring}'. ib.TovTs in G^ are gH

—iKilL__^H so that (s,l):(R,I-l,.) j(R»,I'I,-^) for some H.

Suppose (g,l)E(R5HJ.M ->(H',M»-x-»). Tne folloirins diasram

commutes:
(s,i)

(R,II,.)~-

(1,0)

(rJi^iS-*)-
(s,i)

^(HSlij-'O

(1,0)

-$(RSM',.::-M .

Consequently, (g, 1^4)^(5, lj,j, ) . Given a ring morphism gs

R—>RS (s,l)i(H,R%.) ->(R«,RS-:0 where r-r« - g(r)--T^

Aa.so, given „M
(s.i) (sM)

ti-lr ->M, we have (g,!) s

(R,M, . ) ^(R' ,1.1, -^) aaid (gM) : (R* ,M' , -;:-« ) $(R« *

,

IV , -•;-'
« )

.

The following diagram cornrautes where r« *m' = g(r)':;-'m*:

(S,l)
(H,K,.)-

(1»0)

(R,MS-»)-
(g,l)

(1,0)

-^(RMiS-x-') .

Thus, ((sM^. ),(g,l-_jj)y(g«cg,l^.,), so C^ ^ R.

Gg has as objects all jjM such that M is an abelian

group. Arrows in C^ ^^^ jj^'^
U^^M» so that for some

R, (RjH,') LLi£.L„.(h 5
K

«,,>:•). Then the following diagrsin

commutes J

(1,S)
_>ro , n^ ,

.

)

(0,M,O-

(0,1)

(r,m;o-
(i,s)

(0,1)

>(R,HS:0

Consequently, (lj^,g) y (lo,s). Given any group morphism
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gsl^l ->II*s where lA and H* are abalian groups, (Ijs) s (0,1'I, «

)

K 0,11',') BO ( 1 , s ) s
H^'^

i^
* • ^^"^^^

R^'^

^"^"^

—

gAl—Ll^Ell^A!;

1'js note that ( (l^jsS* ) » (1j.jS) )y (IqjS'" s) . Thus, ire have

composability of morphisms. Consequently , Co = (Pa G2)/y .

is isoffiomorphic to Ab, Our results then are that for j^M,

C, = R, Co = Ab, Co is discrete, and card (Co) = card(pM).

(2.22) ^:£EQSltion. Let N = (K,®, ^) be a multiplicative

category without unit. Let (S,u) be an object in Sgp(N),

A be an object in M, ((T,v),B,z) be an object in Lact (N)

.

Suppose fs;(S,u) ->(Tsv) is a morphism in Sgp(N) and that

gsA—>B is a morphism in M. Then ( (S,u) ,B,zo(f®l) ) is

an object in Lact(N),

Proof, This is equivalent to shoi-ring that the following

diagrarxi coiimiutes:

S0(S03)—

{S®S)®B

S&>3

10(f@l) 1®Z
->S(^(T®3)- ->S(giB

^T^B-

f01

T0B

->3

f©i z

The proof that the above diagram commutes is routine and

is left to the reader. We use that f is a semigroup mor-

phism, o^ is natural, iS> is a bifunctor, S2id (T,B,s) is an

object in Lact(N),

(2.23). SLPiSS^Aioil* ^-^^ N be as in 2.22. Let Cj_
-

Sgv)(N) and C^ - M. Let Co be the discrete category V7ith

objects zsS(S>^l ->A so that z is a morphism in M, Then lact (N)

is well-factored in the standard manner as a subcategory
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factorization of Laot(N).

^loo,f. Ey 1.8, it suffices to show that (3) of 1.^

holds and that if ( i , 1) : ( S , A, z

)

>{ S , A ,

z
' ) is a norphi sn

in I.act(N), then 2 =2'. Given the raorphism (1,1), the

follovjing diagram commutes:

z
S®A

101

S®A-

Thus, z = z». Suppose (f ,s) : ( (S,u) ,A,2^) ?' (T,v) , B^Zg)

is a morphisn in Lact(N). B-/ 2.22, ( (S,u),B,Zg° (f®l) ) is

an object in Lact(N). Also, goz^^ = z-Q°{T0s)i sines (f,s)

is a morphism in Dact(N). Hence, S^z^ = z^° if®!)" iW^)

so (1jg)c (S,A,z^J -^(SjBjZgC (f^D) is a morphism in Lact(N).

It is clear that (f ,1) j (S,B;Z_,o (f01)

)

->(T,B,Zp) is amor-

phism in Lact(N). Also, (Ijg) is a f! -morphism and (f,l)

is a r^-morphism and {ffs) = (f,l)°(lss). To see that the

factorization is uniqi^e, it suffices to prove (S,B,Z£°(f^l)

)

is unique. If (f,g) = (fM)r(l,s*), then f = f, g» = g,

and dorn(fSi) ^- (SjBsp). Also, l-p = z^o (f(^l) so p =

Zg»(f@i), Thus, the ^^-^2 factorization is unique so Lact(N)

is well"factored in the standard manner as a subcategory of

C^x 0^x03.

(2.2^-). Theoi^ii. Let C be a well-factored in the stand-

ard manner subcategory of C^ x C, x"C_. Then there exists

an exact multiplicative category N - (Mj®,o<) without unit
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such that C is isosorphic to a uell-factored subcatesory

oi" iKact(IT) so that ths v^ell-factorization of Lact{N) induces

the weil-factorization of the subcategory. Also, each fl-

morphisn of C maps to a l^-norphisni in lact(N), i = 1,2.

(2.25). He5.Si:k. Bsfore proving 2.2^, we obtain a pre-

liminary result. In fact, this noi-r summarizes 2.10 and 2.2^.

(2.26). ThB02:&^, Let C be a category and let P^ and

P^ b-3 "classes" of subcategories of C. Then the follovring

are equivalent:

(i) C is well-factored by P- and P.

(2) There exist categories C^, C^, and C^ such that

C is isomorphic to a subcategory of C. x C^ v c^ vhlch is

well-factored in the standard maimer and such that each

Pj^-morphism in C maps to a P^-morphism in C.x C x C .

(3) There esists an exact multiplicative category

N = (n,05c<) without unit such that C is isomorphic to a

subcategory of Lact (N) xjell=factored by the factorization

induced by the wall-factorization of Lact(N) and such that

each P^-morphisri in C maps to a P^-morphism in Lact(N),

for i = 1,2c

^22t' 3:t follows from 2.10 that (1) implies (2).

It follows from 2.2^ that {2) imp.lies (3). it is clear

that (3) implies (i).

(2.27). ^rcof of 2.2^. Disjointify the categories

% and C^o Form a graph Pas follows: objects in P consist

of pairs (A^jA^) where A^ is an object in C^, for i - 1,2,

or objects in P may themselves be objects in C^. For each

object (Aj,,A2,A-) in C, we let there correspond a unique
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morphisn fron (A. ,A^) to Ap Khich we vrill denote by A^o

Now v:e form another graph G as follc^rss Objects in

G are n-tuplos (U-j^, , . . ,11^^) where each Uj^ is an object in

C^ or £2 and n is greater than or equal one, A morphism

f from (U^, . . . jUj.^) to (V^s...,Vj^) in G is a set of morphisms

(in C^, C^, orP) denoted f^^ or f^ ^.j.^ where f^ :Uj_ ^'^1(1)

is a morphisn in C^^ or in C^ and fi.i-M s (U. jU^^^. ) ^'^%(i)

is a norphism in P. Al.so, v:e require n^iti and that, for

each i = l5,..jnj i appears exactly onoe as a subscript

of some f
j_

or f
.^ ^^^ where f . . is counted as having

two subscripts.

Given an object (X. ,. .ejX^, ) in Pa(G)3 denote {i^l ^ :^4 X^ irzl

(X^,,..,X ) >(X.j5,..sX^) as 1, V. Suppose f and g
^ i

are two laorphisas in Pa(G) going from (lJ^,,..Uj^) to

(V^j.e.jV ). \]q obtain from f a new norphisn P = (P", .. » . ,F^)

and from g a nevr morphism G = (G^j . . . jG^). Suppose f =

( ) /IT, u )' '^^^'^ le'i^ P = (1/n TT ^)• Otherwise,

f = (f-^sc.sf ). Insert before f-'- the morphism 1, ,

and after f the morphism 1,,^ ^^ w For i ^ ls...ck-l,

let cod f- r. (U-^s.e.sir ^j)„ Insert between f^ and f^"*"^

the morphism 1, 5. ± .. Calling this nevr sequence
vuj , , . . ,Uii(i) ;

(F^,..,,P^), T-e see it is a path in Pa(G) and v;e let F =

/ t 1
(P ,,..5 ?), G is obtained from g in a similar manner.

Let Iq bo such that l^i^^n. Then t} :U^ >U. ; in fact,

Ff = 1 . L-et f;^ = pj- . Exactly oiie of the following

possibilities occu^rs!

Pi :Ut y:l PJ j(Ui ,U . )
->'.7 , or, finally.
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^iQ-l,ij^^* ^'^^i ~l»^-^'i^

''''p' Vfnichever cf these occurs, vre

call it F--. F3..v;^-.Wp and p3 = i^ . Let f3 = fJ[3.

Kiere are three possibilities for V/^^hich sxe analogous

to the three possibilities for U^ . Whichever of these

occurs we call F|^ Continuir.s in this manner, vre obtain
the sequence (P£t,

. . .
^p,l)

. p^^. ^ ^ i,,..,t^l, either

^i^ " ^1^^ is defined in C^ or in C^ or one of F./- and F'^*^!

is a r-morphism. By composins whatever adjacent norphisms
are conposable, vre obtain a no'7 sequence (pJ^^O,.,, pl^

3-rt i'
so that for l.<e.<T^-l, exactly one of F| and F^+l is a

r-norphism. Similarly, from G vre obtain (G?io.^ n^)

If. for i, = l....,n, (Pj^0,.,.^pj^) . (GSio!...,Gl U
then :re say fyg. it is easy a:-id is left to the reader
to see that v is a categorical, compatible equivalence
relation. Let A == (Pa G)A.

Let M = A// where / is the categorical, compatible

equivalence- relation generated by^ . The categorical rela-
tion y=. consists of all pairs (a,a») such that a,a»!

(U^jc.U^) ^?(V.,..,,Vj^) and there exist representatives
b and b* in Mor Pa G so that a = b and. a» = b« and
either a = a» or at least one of the following t.7o condi-
tions holds or with a and a^ interchanged at least one of
the following ttvo conditions holds s

(1) b =. uob^ob^od, b^^b^e-fcr G, fi,f,eb^, f^.X^^v.,

f2--V-Fr—^^••'j-.p f3eb2, and ^y. {^.,\>1^^^J~^^y^, b^ ^

u'^b^ebjcd., bi,b^.Hor G, f..bl, fl:(x:,X^,,)-^/^, f.,,«,

n^^t-^b - that ()^,x,,.,) . m^r.^^^ ,nd Y, = v.;
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(2) b = uob^'-'b^^d, b^jb^el'Ior G, f3^5f2jf3€b3^,
^I'-^i-l ^''0*

^2''"^!

—

^''j« ^"3*^^1+1 ^•j+i» ^1»^2»^3 ^""^ idontitics, f/^c-bg,

and f£^:(VJj,W^.j.^)—5>Yj^. b' = u»ob^ob5o d» , f{,f^eb|, fj:

^r-l—^-'1 is an identity, ^2* ^^^'^4i^—^-^s+l'
^^'^'^ ^3*^-^^

so that f^!(W|,W^^i) ^Y^, Also, (X^^^jX^jX^ ...^) =

(x;,.i,X^,z;,^l) and Yj^ = Y?.

Pictorially, coiolltions (1) PJid (2) ere as follovrs

:

(1)

d
V

V Xj^ ) e • . J Xj^ , X^ .l.^ y e • • ) X )

d»

V X£ J t • • s X^, J Xj^.i--] J • • 8 5 X^ J )

I ->

^1

^2

V V -1 s » • e «

U

lere (X^^.X^^^.^) - (X^,X^^.) and Y^^ = Y^

(2)

tm

« • e

f

»oce«««c}V^./

1
'X^ J • • • s-^x-.l»-^j jX^.i.^* • • • jX^) (X , c.ojX' ^ jXpjXp^^, . . . jX^.j )

f«

«»«••<

t^l'

v ^ /'r» T.ri m9 t.t« \

^l:.̂

v
• • > - 1 -

1

u

.Y ) fv* Vi

^3

jY' )

U»

^'l***'**'** ^e »e.«»«eo«.j V, j VV,-5,««,,eci9C»5«esc«»l>6s M,-, }J "lii-

Where f^^f^jf^, and f J are identies, ('\»ijX.^»X^^^)

(x;,„^,X^,X^..l), ejid Yj^ = Yl,
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I«t (U^,....Uj^) and (V^,...5V ) be objects in G.

Let (Ui,...sU^)®(V..,...,V^) = (Ui,..,,U^.,V^,...,Vj^); 1.9.,

let it be (W^, . . . ,Wj^^j^) where, for i = i,..,,!!, Wj_ = U^ and,

for i = n-M,...,n-:-Li3 W^ = v^^^^. Sinilarly, if f : (U^, . , . .u^)—
>(Vis...,\), f';(UJ,...,U.^,) HV{...,,V^,), f=if{L[j

(U| 5 . . . , Uj^^ ,
) ^(v^ 9 . . . , V^ )®(V| , . . . 5 V^ 5 ) where \:e let f0f « =

°C^i^i^ui-riU<}-l}Vi^l^^i I i.e., f®f» =fe>Ufe,i-M>
where, for i - 1, . . . ,n, g^ = f^ and 2^^^^^ = f^ ^^^ and,

for i - n+i,...,ri, g. = f» „ a-'id a = f

«

, »» > fc>i i-n ^"^
^i,i-hi H'n,i"(n-1)*

Noir we define @:KxK

—

^, On objects, is the same

as for G. Given Zlf}J and CCslD s then f = (f^',...,fl)

and g = (sPj...,s-^). Assume that k>p. By definition of y

,

we see that if (X^,...,}^^) is cod g, then gjr(l, . . . ,l,gP, . . .
,gi)

where we take k-P 1^.. ^ /s and where (X,,..e,X ) =

cod gP = cod g. We define rCf.lJ®Cr533 = CChDD where h =

(f^^0l,.e.,fP"''^-01,fP®gP,..,,f^©gl). If p>,i,, then we lengthen

f similarly.

For notational convenience, we will write a (i) b to

indicate that a and b satisfy condition (1) in the defi-

nition ofyi . Uq use a similar notation for condition (2),

We need to show is well-defined on norphisms. Suppose

CCv:3 - CCv-J3 and [ru'JT-CCu'33 . VJe r.-e-ed to show rCv3]®rCu3:

= CCv^j](g)[[u-33. Thusj it suffices to show Ct.vJD^CCull =

CCv!3D®C[u33 e-nd rCVll®CCu]T = CCvO] 0[Cu«JJ . Since the

proofs are sirrdlar, vre shc;i only that rCva3S[Cul} - CCv^J]® [[lO].

In A, V7e have Cv]/[v«j. Since _/> is a categorical, coiapat-

ible, reflexive, and symmetric relatio:i, CvD/CVJ if a^id
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only if there exist "^
jl

* *
' * *

"^"^n
^° *^^^ Mf[.'7£if[y^f"'fl'^*}»

By the definition of /> ,
£'/]/>["-;] naajis that there exist

representatives e and e^ so that [e] - [v] and [e^l = [v-l

and condition (1) or (2) in the definition of /> holds "be-

tween e and e. or that [v] "[v^] , HoT'^ever, ue may assu.me

without loss of generality that e = v and ^i ==
"^-i • However,

for [v^3j=[.Vpl5 since we have already used r^^ in conjunction

with v, we Eust use a new representative for v-^ , sa3'- v^.

Thus J W3 have v - or (1) or (2) v-yvj^ = or (1) or (2) Vp

yv ... Vj^ = or (1) or (2) v*. Tnus, it suffices to show:

b = or (1) or (2) w implies CCb]]®aul3 = CCwD'J^LLu]! and

that bjfw implies [Lb3]®[[u33 =r [Cw3]^[[ul] . To prove this,

suppose b (1) or (2) w. Then b = (b j...jb ) and v; =

(w-^5..,sW ) and u = (u^^, . . . sti ) . Assume k^m and p>m.

Then [Cb]]@[[ul3 = CC(V^ 1, . . . sb"""'"^ l,b^ u^,...,bi u>)]3

and CD0]®[M3 - [[(w^^ l,...,ir^"^ l,i;^ u^, . . . ,w^ u^D].

But then (1) or (2) will hold between the representatives

given above for [Co3]0[lvJ] and CDtJ]0[Cu]] so [[b]l®[[u]l =

CDO]®rMl . The other possibilities for k and p with m

lead to differences, only in notation. .Now suppose byw.

Then, recalling the definition of y , we see that composi-

tion of morphisms of the form I.t with either b or w

preserves the relation y, so [Cbj3.g)[[u]j ~ ["D-'DD^CCi-Ol <>

Thus, © is well defined. It is easy to see that (S" is in

fact a functor.

Letting o< bo equality, N = (M,®,o!') is clearly an exact

multiplicative category ^-rithout unit. Define F':C—>Lact(N)

as follows. If (A^jAgjA.,) is an object in Cj let P(A^5A2,A3)
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Note that vre no^T identify A^ Kith (A^), i = 1,?. Also,

V7e identify f^ with (f^) vrhere f^ is a C^-aorphism, i =

1,2, We do this since this identification embeds C, into

M, i - 1,2. Givon (f^,f2)j(A^,A2,A^) >(A{,A*,Aj) in C,

define FCf^^f^) ^
( [[f^H , [[f^"]] )^ That (A^, (A^,A.J-10^31^^^)

is an object in Sgp(N) folloTjs imjuediately froii the defi-

nition of y. That P{A^,A2,A ) is an object In Lact(N)

follovrs from condition (2) in the definition of ^^ . That

CCfJ] is a morphism in Sgp(N) follows from the definition

of y. That ([Cf.]] jCCf^l] ) is a morphism in Lact(N) follows

from condition (i) in the definition of/>. It is now clear

that F is a functor.

Suppose F{f)oF(g) is defined. Then dom f ~^ {k^^k ,A^)

and cod g - (A.,5A2,A^) for soiae (A^^A^jA ) in C, Thus,

f-S is defined so F(f)-P(s) = F(fog), Hence, the image

of P is a subcategory of Lact(N),

Suppose F(f) = P(s). Then f - (f^^f^) and g = (g^.g^)

and rCf^l] = CCcpi and {X-f^-} r-. [[g^:] i^ M. Thus, [fi3/[g^l.

Thus, as noted when proving to be uell-»definsd, there

exist h^jh^.h^^hgj.e.jh^jh^ so that f^ -- or (1) or (2) h

JtEj = or (1) or (2) V^2°*"V^n " °- ^^-^ ^'2- (?-) ^r
Since do- f^ has length one, (1) and (2) cannot hold, so

we have f^ =. h^. An in the definition of zr , we obtain

from h^ and E^ the morphisms H^ =: (K^'l,...,Hh and Cfrom h^)

the morphism \ = (H^l,
. .

.

^hJ) . Then since the length

of dom h^ = 1 and dom h^ = dom H^ = don H^ = dom h. , T/e
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.tl ^1 _. ^ri ^ =1have H^-'-o •• coHj- - h'^-o . .,oH^, Since f is a morphism in

C^ and f^ = h^, th3ii H^ = (l,h^5l) so h^ = H*^c- =
°hJ.

Continuirig in this manner, t:e obtain f . = h = E^'Io^.ooh =
Jti -1 t2 1

111 1
H^ ^.-.oH^ = E^'i »**-E^ = .•.== g^. Thus, f^ = g^. Simi-

larly, f^ = g^. Hence, f = g. Thus, P is an embedding

since F is one-to-one on morphisms. It is clear that each

r^-morphism in C maps to a P, -morphi sm in Lact(N), i =

1,2. This completes the proof of 2.24.



CHAFTEH III

A SUFFICIENT COIJDITION FOR A VJEXL-FACTORED CATSGOHY TO BE

VARIETAL

In this chapter, vie will be concerned with a. type of

varietal category introduced by Herrlich in ClD which gen-

eralizes the 'Varietal" categories of Lavrvere and Linton.

(3.1). RsMiTii. We recall the follouing definitions.

(A,U) is called a concrete cate.g;ory if and only if U:A—^Ens

and U is faithful. If pjq, and f are norphisms in A, A any

category, then (pjo) is called the congruence relation of

f if and only if (p,q) is the pullback of f with itself.

If A is any category, f is said to be an extremal eplmor-

Ehism if and only if f is an epimorphism and f - nog is

any factorization of f so that m is a monomorphism implies

m is an isonorphism, A norphisa f is said to be a regular?

fi;iii2£S12il^iSii if and only if f is the coequalizer of some

two norphisms. It is easy to see that if f is a regular

epimorphism, then f is an eztremal epinorphisa.

(3.2). Definition (Kerrlich). Let (A,U) be a concrete

category. (A,U) is said to be &:a algebraic cate^or^ if and

only if it satisfies the following three conditions:

(Al) A has congruence relations and coequalizers,

(A2) U has a left adjoint.

(A3) U preserves and reflects regular epinorphisns.

40



4.1.

(A,U) is said to be a yg.yietg.l category if and only if

it is algebraic and satisfies the follouing condition;

(V) U reflects congruence relations,

(3.3). ExanrOes (Ksrrlich).

(1) The follo-.rlns at-e varietal categories,* Ens, cat-

egory of pointed sets, category of all groups, category of

all semigroups, category oj? all monoids, R, R-^, M for

any ring R, category of all unital R-nodules ;-;here R is

any ring vrith identity, category of all lattices, category

of all Boolean algebras, category of all compact, Hausdorff

spaces, category of all compact, Hausdorff groups, and Abo

(2) The category of all torsion free abelian groups

is an algebraic category which is not varietal.

(3.4) «. Remark. We now prove a sequence of propositions

leading to our sufficient condition for a xrell-factored

category to be algebraic or varietal. Vfe state this suf~

ficient condition in 3,5, The first few propositions will

prove 3,63 which is an important pai't of the proof of 3.5.

It may be helpful to the reader to verify the following

propositions only for the category of all modules over all

rings or for the category of monoids acting on pointed

sets,

(3.5). Theorem, 1st N = (HpQ.cK) bD a multiplicative

category without unit such that H has finite coproducts.

Also, assume that for each object M in H that K^_ and _ 0M

preserve finite coproducts. Let U^sLact(N) ?Ss-p(N)xM be

the obvious forgetful functor. Assume the following to

be true;



(i) If f is a resular epimorphism in Ssp(N) and g is

a regular epimorphism in H, thsn f@5 is an epimorphism in M.

(2) (Sgp(N)jU2) and (H5U-) are algebraic categories

so that neither Up nor U^ assumes the empty set as a value.

(3) Lact(N) has congruence relations and coequalizers,

{k) If a and b are regular epimorphisms respectively

in Sgp(2T) and in I;I and v is a nononorphism and the dia-

gram below consisting of the solid arrows commutes, then

there exists z^^ g;A03—>B so that the entire diagram in M

commutes:
a©b u^v

A»<^3«- km A"®B"

Let U = Tr»(U2>^U )oU.:Lact(N) ->Ens, where TTsEns xEns—^Ens

is the product functor. Then (Lact(N),U) is an algebraic

category. Ifj, in addition, we assume that (Sgp(N)5U2)

and (M5U0) are varietal categories, then (Lact(N),U) is

a varietal category.

(3c 6), ProT2os3.tion, Let N and U^ be as in 3.5. Then

Ui has a left adjoint.

(3o7). Notationc V.'e i-rill let N, U^^ U^, U r and TT be

as in 3.5 for the rest of this chapter. let u-r, denote

an injection into a coproduct involving E, Define d. _ _s
A, Sj C

(A®3)iI(A£0) >A0(3IiO) to be the unique morphism d such

that d°u^^|gj2 =
-^^'-^B

^^^
'^""^A®^

~ A®a . VJiienevcr possible,

we will denote ^^ ^ ^ ^s d. Similarly, we define "K^
^ ^:

(B®A)il(caA.) >(BJ1G)©A. vrnenever possible, ^re denote dg c,A
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as d. The assumption that A®__ and __®A preserve finite

coproducts says that d and d are isomorphisms.

(3.8), ^o20£ition« The trsjisformations d and d are

natural

.

^J>.2L' ^'i^-e proof of this proposition follovis in a

straightforvrard manner from the definition of a coproduct,

(3»9)« Pi^oposltion. The following tvro diagrams commute:

(1)

^A B CsB D

(A®( Eg^C
)] Ji|;i®'v BSD

)|

(2)

^A BjB C,D

[(a©c)®d] II |(b®c)®d]

A0C(P^©j)iUB®D)l

*^A BjC.D
-^(A®3)@(C1.D)

[(A®C)1[(E0G)]®D

-^,B,C®1

A

^A,B.C D

({A1(3)®G}(S)D

-^(AJiB)®(C®D)

^oof. To see that diagram (1) commutes, it suffices

to sho-j that (1) commutes -vihon composed ifith the coproduct

injection into the coproduct of A®(B<2^G) and A®(E2)D).

We vrill prove it for
^AQfEfy^) only. We calculate the fol~

lovring e-iuation. <!'' (-'!-)»
u^^( 3^0)

=^ ^°^(A0B)®C '^ =

[(l®l)0Ucloc< = C<o(l®(i®y^)) =: 0^0 (i^JdoUgg)^)) == ^;o(l©d)o(iSug^,n)
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= "^^ (i^d)" G.°u.^,^_^,,,, , Thus, by definition of coproductj

(1) coiriuiutes» The proof that diagram (2) comznutes is anal-

ogous.

(3 •10). P2-'opo3ition. Th9 follo'/dng diagram conmiutesj

lA<g>i B0D)] 11 [a®( C®D)] ^^-^^=5^-^^
->[( A®B)®D] ][ [( i\®C)®D]

d
AjB D,C D '^A B,A C,D

A® [( 3©D )iL ( C0D
)]

[(A®3 )i[ ( A0: )] ® D

^®S.C,D ^A,B,C®1

A^ [( BJtC )0D] : > [AS>i BiJC )] D

Rroof_, As in 3.9s it suffices to prove coiurautativity

when composed with the injections into the coproduct of

A^(E®D) and A®(C@D). Since the procedures are the saaej

we will consider only u^^g)(Bg;r)) • Then we have the following

equalities: o<o (10'^^)° dou^^^g^^j = c<° (l<S^d)o (l^Ugg,^) =

(d01)o(u^^^_©l)oe< . (d®l)od.U(^^^3j^Q- = {d0l).do(«l.)oU^^^(3Q-,).

Thus, the diagram conmiutes.

(3.ii). ^o^os^l^PJk' Let R -- (R,p) be an object in

Sgp(N), Let M be an object in M. Define F(R,M) to be
~1

(R,M/i(R®M),z) where z is given by R(2)(Hlt(H0i'i) )-^(R®H)ii(R®(R0I.i)

)

— >iRm)il{ (R®R)®I.I) ^^-i£®^>E®M_^!Ll_>.Mi,(R®M) , vjhere

^R®ri ^^ ^^'^ coproduct injection. Then F(RjM) is an object

in L?;.ct(N),

^Z9SJi* It suffices to show that the follo;;ing diagram (o

)

commutes. Diagram (0) is redrawn in diagram (0*) v;ith the

values of .z indicated. Also, in (0«)* diagram (O) is sub-
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divided into eight suMiagrams, each of which is subsequently

shovjn to coiamute. This constitutes the proof that (0)

comniites.

(0)

(B®H)0{iii/(R®::))-

R©[H®(I'IIi(H®M))]

10Z

R0{KJi(R®M)

)

p2)j

->30(Ki[(R(S:'i))

-^Mil(H@H)

SuMiasran 1 in (0») is redra^m in (1^ and decomposed

into diasrans 1. IsLa,! .3sl.-i , and lo5. Diasrams 1.1 and

1.5 commute by 3,105 1.2 coiniautes since d is natural, and

1.3 and 1.^ commute by simple computations.

For sutdiagr-am (2) to conmute, it suffices to shoir

L(ljP)©l]°d - (ljp01). It suffices hers to show equality

when VJ9 compose on both sides with the injections into the

coproduct of R©I'I and (R0H)®H. Since the procedures are

similar, we consider only u„^,,.. We have the following!

[{l,p)S;i]°doUp^^,^j = [(l5P)0i]''(up@l) = lil,v)ov.^m - 1©1 =

1 = (l5p(51)»Upg,^j. Thus, (2) commutes.

Diagram. {3) coDJiiutes by the definition of d and diagram

(A'-) coiiMutes since d is natural.

Diagram (5) is redraim as diagram (5*) and is decom-

posed into sul>diagrans 5.1j5o2, and 5.3. Diagrasi 5,1 com-

mutes by condition (d) in definition 2.1. Diagram 5.2

commutes since ci iy natural. Diagrajn 5.3 oom:uiutes since

(RsP) is an object in Sgp(N).
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CD
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We note that dia^ratQ (6) coronutes since d is natural.

For diagram (7) to cominits, vre need [(l5p)©i]od = (l,p5l).

By the definition of coproduct, it suffices to prove the

above equation irith u^-,,. or vilth u,___v^,. composed \ilth

both sides, VJe obtain the eqviations: Ql9p)01]° douj^gi^r =

The proof is J^ist as easy for u,„-^v^., and is left for the

reader. Thusj diagram (7) commutes.

To prove that dia.gram (8) commutes, we adjoin u_ 01

and u , JQl to t'ne diagram to form respectively diagrams

(8A) and (SB). It is clear by inspection that (8A) and

(8B) commute. Thus, diagrams (1) through (8) commute so

our original diagram (0) commutes. This completes the

proof of 3.11.

(3.1?,). Proposition. Given that (l,g) : (R,H) ^>U^(R5N,2:)

is a morphism in Sgp{N)xH5 then there exists a unique mor-

phism (Ijh) in L£ict(N) so that the following diagram commutes

s

(1,1%.)
(R,K) ^i ->U_^?(R,!.i) = (R,Mli(R®i:))

{1,S) ^"^^.^ /^ U^djh)

Uf(R,N,z) .

Furthermore , h ~ (g , z «> ( 10z

)

)

.

^oof, Comi-iutatlvity of the above diagram is clear.

We must sho-.T (1, (ssZ^dOo) ) ) is a morphism in Lact(N).

It suffices to sho^-r the diagram below comisutes:

d"'^ (illw) (1 P®1)
R® ( K li( R®I'! )

)—
^C ?.&:! )i[H © ( R0ri )3- ~ > (RQH ) JI [ ( R5H )®: :1

—

~ —>R<^M.

•I;
I

1 (s,?:-(l<?j)) Mil ( ROM

)
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As usual, we prove commutativity by adjoining first Up^^^^.j

and tlien ^'oa^/u^v') • ^'® obtain the equations; 2 =• [l®(g,2o( 10^^) )J

°^'^^H®I'I
^ 2° &®(s»z°(l03))] °(l®Uj,i) = Z-. [l@(s5.2°(l®s))°ujj =

(gsz od^j) )°Uj^0.,.°(lspgil)° (:lJio<)''Uj^g5,j, (Note that we see

from this and th3 required conimutativity that h is unique.)

2o[l0Cs,z°(l®G))]°dou^g,(p^g-,j = z4l0(G,2°(l®i-))] °(l^aj^0^^) =

z4l®[(SvZ^(l©5))°U-H0I.i] ) = 2o[ig)(znl®s))] = z<'(l<9z)»[l0(l^s)].

aits (g,z-(l®s))«uj^g2,j''(l,p01)»(lli«)-uj^g,(j^^j,j) = (z'(10s))

(l,p^j.)"U^g^jjjg,_,,°o( = z»(l%)o(p01)'>^ = z.(p%)«cx. Thus,

it suffices to prove the diagram below with subdlagrams

(a) and (b) comiautesj

E®(Rm

)

l®{Wf^) ->R® (R®N

)

(R®R)®M R®N

B.<m

"Diagram (a) is expanded below and clearly commutes

s

1®(1®3)
R®(H®M)-

oi

(R®R)®II-
(1®1)%

^R0(R(S'N)

->(R0H)(2'N

pi^g

mi
R0N-

pfil

-^nm

Diagrara (b) commutes since (R,N,z) is an object in Lact(N).

Since we have noted that h is unique, it is easy to see that
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(l,h) is unique. This completes ths proof of 3.12.

(3»13)» Rcoposition. Let P.iB.) donote the standard

n. "Subcategory of Lact(W) determined hy the semigroup R.

Let Up = uJ_ . Then Up: C (R)—->fn}xM has a left adjoint

F. F(RsI'l) = (RsHlKRGlOsz) is the same as in 3.1i. F is

defined on morphisms by:

(1. "M>
R,Mi((R®M),Zj,i)

F(l,g) =

(Is (Ui^'-gjZji'' (l®(Uj^os) ) )

)

->(R,Ni((R®N),Zj^.) .

grppf . This proposition folloirs inraediately from 3»12.

(3.1^J')» Rg-^ark. We now pause to prove sosie propositions

of a different nature and iThich will be needed for the

proof of 3.5.

(3»15)» Proposition. Let C and C* be categories well-

factored respectively by ^< t T^ and PUpl* Let P be a class
-'- ^ 12

which indexes both P. and P*. Let T:C'~

—

>0 be such that
1 ' 1 ». ~

"for each p in P, alc:G.^ >G„. Let TLf = T„. Assume that
*^p ^ ^ Gp P

for each p in P, there exists S sGp—)G' so that S is left

adjoint to T , Also, T(C) is an object in G implies C

is an object in G'. Finally, if f:A—->T(B), then there

exist unique f. and f so that f is a T^-iaorphisn, f^

is a P^~morphism, and T(f2)°f. " f. Then there exists

S:C—->C* so that S is left adjoint to T and, for each p

in P, S|^^ = Sp.

Prc)of . Lit A be an object in C. Then there exists

a unique Gp in V^ so that A is an object in Gp. Define
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S(A) = S (A). Thus, TS(A) = T S (A) j so there exists v:

A—^T3(A)5 a ncrphlsm in G , so that if f :A—>-T (3) is in
x^ x^

G s then there exists a unique g:S(A) >B in G* so that

T(g)cv = f.

Suppose f !A—^T(B) is in C arid that B is an arbitrary

object of C*. By hypothesis, there exists unique f^, a

G "inorphiEm, and f^j a r'-morphism, so tliat the following

diagram conimutes:

A- ^T(C)

*T(B) .

"

Then T(C) is in G so C is in G». Thus, T(C) =^ T (C) and

we have that there exists a unique g in G' so that T(s)°v

Thus, the following diagram commutes

s

V
A: > To (A

)

T(£)

= f-

T(B)

We now prove that f^^S is unique. Suppose T(h)ov = f.

Then there exist h., a l '-raorphisEi, and h^s a P'-niorphism,

so that h = ^2°^"'!* ^'''*' "^^ ^^ ^ G -Eiorphism and so is T(hj),

so f =-- T(h^)o (T(h )ov) implies h^ = f^ ^-^^^ T(h^)ov = f^.

Then by uniqueness of g, h^ = g so h = hp° h. - f2''S.

Thus, by the front adjunction theorem, S is the left adjoint

of T. Also, S is defined on norphisms via the front ad-
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Junction dias'^-am, Sinoe S is the left adjoint of T ,

S\ = S , foi- each p in P.

(3.16), _B3havi..or of S. The functor S is not necessarily

vrell behaved ci\ Pp categories. In fact, it ii:ay be that

S(G)j TThore G is any P^ subcategory, is not contained in

any Vl or Pj subcategory. Vic now give an example of this

situation. Let A ha^e objects A and B and non-identity

morphisins ajA-—>3 and a~^5B—>A with the indicated compo-

sition. Let C = C* = AxA have the standard vrell-factori-

zation, uhere T^CC) denotes the V. subcategory of A/A deter-

mined by C, an object in A, Let S^xV^{k) >r|(A) = Ip^(A).

Define S^tP^Cs)

—

>PHB) as follows! 3^(3, A) = (BjB), S (B5B)

= (B,A), Sgd^g^^j) = l(B^B)^ ^B^'^(B,B)^ "
'^B,A)' ^B^^"^^^^

=

(l,p"^), and Sg(ljp~i) = (Ijp), To see that S^ is a func-

tor, wo compute the following equations, S-^( (i,p) " (l,p"l) ) ~

Sg(i,i) = i(B^^^) - (l,P"^)<^(lsP) = S3(l,p)oSg(l5p"l).

Similarly, SgC (l,p"l) c (i,p) ) = Sg(l,p-1) oSg(l,p). Thus,

S-, is a functor.

Lot T - ^^xA» ^"^ is clear that all the hypotheses

in3,15 are satisfied, i^ith the exception that Sg is the

left adjoint of T' =- Ip , ,. Ho^rever, this is a consequence

of the front adjunction theorem and of some easy calculations

and the details will be left to the reader. Thus, by 3,15s

there exists SsC—>C* so that S Is a left adjoint of T

^-^'- ^lr(A) '-"

^A ^^^- ^ir(B) "
^B*

-^^ S(B,A) = Sg(B,A) =

(B,B). Thus, (B;A) is exi object in P (A) but S(B,A) is not

an object in P'(A). In fact, S(B,A) is an object in Pg^B).
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Thus, S(P2(A)) is not contairxed in pMA) or in PM3).

(3.1?). .Proposition. There exists Fi:Ssp(N)>!;:—^Lact (N)

such that Fj_ is a left adjoint of U^ and F^ I ^ is the

same as F in 3. 13.
"^

^:£2.t. By 3ol5, it suffices to shov/ that for (f,g)s(H,H)

>U-j_(S,I\i,2)5 th';rs exist unique p rCRjM) ?U. (C), p a

r\-morphis!n, and P2:C

—

>{o^^7.)^ p^ a P^-norphism, so that

(f,s) = U^(P2)°Pj^. It suffices to sho/r this since , by

definition of U^ and by 3.13* the remainder of the hypoth-

ses in 3.15 ^x-e. satisfied.

Let C = (H,N52o(f01)). By 2.22, C is an object in

Lact(N). Let p^ = (l.g). caearly^ p^ is a P.-morphism

in Ssp(N)xri. Let p^ = (f,l). To ses that p^ is sji act

morphisn, it suffices to note that the follo^ring diagram

conmiutes:

^^ —£®1_
^s®N ^ __^

mi
>u z
S®iJ ^
Thus, pg is a P^-morphism in Lact(N). It is clear that the

components of p^ and of p^ are uniquely determined. All

that is left to sho'^T is the uniqueness of C. In particulaT,

XTe must show that z«[f®f) is unique. However, this follows

from the fact that (f,l) must be aji act morphism and from,

consequently, the commutativity of the above diagram.

Thus, the factorization is unique. This completes the

proof of this proposition.

(3.13). Remark. V7e see that 3.i? is just a restatement
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of 3»6, so 3.6 is proved.

(3»19). ^.o;^23iJtion, The product functor IT: Snss^Eias >

Ens has a left adjoint P^j,, where F^_(A) = (A, A) and F/^Cf)

= (f,f).

Pi'oof . We will pro-/e this usin^ the front adjunction

theorenie For the remainder of this proof, we denote Fjij, as P.

Define D^JA ^A^A by '^A^) ~ (a, a),, if A is non-empty.

If A is the empty set, then let D. = A. If f :A ->B, then

we have the following j [(fxf )»D "] (a) -- (f^f)(a5a) -

(f{a),f(a)) = (Dg-f)(a). Thus, D;l^^-^ -^F is a natural

transformation. Let f:A ^(C,S) (-C E). Let p.sCxE—^C

and PgtC^E—^S be the usual projection functions, Tlien

(P;j_'' I'sPo'i") 5 (A5A) ^(CjS) is a morphism in EnsxEns.

Tr(Pi-f,P2-f) = (p^°f)x(p2of). L((Pi°i")^(p2'>f))°I^^] (pO =

((Plof)^(P2°f))(a,a) = (p^(f(a)),p2(f{a))) - f(a). Thus,

ITCp^ fsPg f)°OjN^ = f. Suppose (u,v)-D^ = f. Then if a is

in Aj (uxv)(aja) == f(a)s so f(a) = (u(a),v(a)). ThuSj

(p^°f)(a) = u(a) and (P2°f)(a) = v(a), so p., ^f - u and

P2°f = V. HencGj (p °f,p °f) is unique, By the front

adjunction theorem, X'xe then have that F is the left adjoint

of IT.

(3.20). ^PjDosltijon. The functor U ^^ F°(Up^U^)^U.

of 3.5 has as left adjoint the functor F =-- F^o(F xP_^)oF

where P^, F^, P^, and F^^ are respectively the left adjoints

of Uj, Ug, U , aridTT.

^loof. The left adjoints exist by 3.5 end by 3.20.

and by 3.6. Ue refer only to the hypotheses of 3.5. The

rest is straightforv^ai'd and is left to the reader.
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(3.21). Proposition, Let U., be as in 3.5, Suppose

f iG a resular epimorphism in S£p(n) and g is a regular

epiinorphism in M implies f®s is an epimorphism in M. Then

Vl reflects regular epimorphismse

iroof, let (f,g).-(R,M,Zj,j) >(S,N,z^) be a norphism

in Lact(N). Suppose V{f,g) is a regiilar epimorphism in

Ssp(N)xM. say U(f,g) is cosq( (a,b) , (a' ,b' ) ) vrhare (a,b),

(a',b«)s(T,L) ->(R,M). By proposition 3.I25 (1 j (1,2^.,° (1®!) )

)

F(RjI-I) ->(E,K5Z_^) is a norphism in Lact (N) . By 3.I?, F(a,b)!

P(T,L) >?(HsK) is also a norphism in Lact(N). By 3.I3

and by the proofs of 3. 15 and 3.17, we have F(a,b) = (a,h)

Tfhere h = (u^^.^ob^zo (a®i) » (i^^^ob) ) ) , where z is as describ-d

in 3cli, Thus, (l,(l,Zj^j))oF(a,b).-P(T,L) ?(R,M,z^,.).

(ls(lsZ-^j))oP(a,b) = (l,(l,2^^)c,(a,h) - (a, (l5Zj,j)oh)o We

wish to express (l5Zj^>h in a simpler form. {l,z-_,)^h<»u =

^^'^M^'V^ - l°b - b, (i,z.^)ohou^^^ = (I,z-.)o2o(a0i)

^(i®(u,,ob;) =: (i,z.,poz.{a©(u .b)) - (i,J2^,)o2o(i®u, )'.(a®b)

= (l,z.,j)oup^^-,= (i,p®l).(ll(.c<).d-lo (10u,^) = (a^b) := Zj^jo(i,p01)

Zj,j»(a&b). Thus, by the definition of coproduct, \je have

(l5Z.,)»h - (b,z^,jc(p.^b)). Hence, (a, (b,z,^j« (a©b) ) ) jP(T,L) >

(R,M,Zj,0 is a norphism in Lact(N). Similarly,

(aS(bSz,,.o(a'©b«))):F(T,L) >(R,M,z^.) is a morphism in

Lact(N). In the above, p is the multiplication on R,

f»a = foa«. |r6>(b,z . (a<^D))-u = gob ^ g^b* ==

g-(bSz^,j.(a'©b^))eu^. S«(b,Zj^.o(a^b)).u^^^^ = g-Zj^j^- (a<S»-o) =

Zi^«(f^s)^(a®b) = z^^o({f.a)o(s-^b)) = z^,^o((f.a»)0(s«b')) =

2N'(f0s)»(a«0bM .= g<.2-..(a'®bM = G-(b%z,jo(a*®b»))<'Uj^j^.
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Thus, from the definition of coproduct, xre have go(b,2;j,;c(a®b)

)

= go{b»,Zj,.°(a»®b'))o Tnis implies (f ,g)o (a, (b^z.^^o (a®b) ) ) =

(f ,g) ^ (a* , (b« , Zj^o (a«®b« ) ) ) . Suppose (Ujv) : (RjMsZ-^j) >

(W,K,z^) in lact(N) so that (u,v) » (a, (bjZ <> (a6)b) ) ) = (UjV)

o(a', (b* jz^o (a-Sb' ) ) ), Then, in the ssj^e manner as for

(f»g)» "t'-s obtain u°a = u^a* and v^b = v^b*. Then there

exists a unique morphisn (u",v*) in Ssp(N)xM so that (u,v) =

(u",v-'-)°(f,g). Since U^ is faithfulj uniqueness in Ssp(N)xM

implies uniqueness in Lact(N), Thusj it suffices to prove

(u-'%v-'') is a norphisn in Laot (N) in order to prove that

(f,s) is the coequalizer of (a, (bjZ,,o (a^b) ) ) and of the

morphisn (a' , (b' 5Z,_^= (a*®b» ) ) ) which proves that U. reflects

regular epimorphisms. In the folloTring diagram, portions

(1), (2) J and (3) and the outer rectangle commute

j

z.

Thus, V7e have Zjro(u"-@v*)'» (f®s) = v"-oz " (f<s>g) . Our hypothesis

then imjilies that f®2 is an epimor-Dhism so z.-,* (u-^^'tsv*) =

V""oZ
N'

Consequently, (u-^-jV-) is a morphlsm in Lact{N).

This completes the proof,

(3' 22). Prpposit ion , Suppose M and Sgp(N) have regular

eplnorphlGm, mononorphism factorization of morphisms and

that m) in the hj^o'thoses of 3.5 holds. Then U. of 3.5

preserves regular epimorphisms. In fact, U. maps extremal
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eplmorphisms onto regular eplnorphisns.

Proof, Since a regular epimorphiGin is eji eztremal

epiraorphism, ire nay prove only that U. maps extremal epl-

morphisms onto regular epimorphlsmso Let (f jg) ? (R,M,Zj^j)

^s ,1^2^^ ) bs an extreiaal epinorphism in Lact(N). Then

vre have Vob = g and u^a = f , where a and b are regular

eplmorphisms in respectively Ssp(N) and M and u and v are

monomorphisms respectively in Sgp(N) and M. Let dom v - B

and dom u = A, Then (f,s) is a morphisn in Lact (N) implies

S°2j.j = z.^^°{f0Q) GO vob°Z|,j = Zj^<'(u®v)o (a®b). Then, by hy-

pothesisj there exists z^:A(S)B >3 so that b-z,. = z-,''(a®b)

and v-Zg = z^« (u®v). Let u be the semigroup multiplication

on A, Ue have the follovrlng diagram:

l®z.
Sl^(S®N) N

uc5)(i;.€>v) (2)

-^sm

U®'A
1®ZB

jA^B-

(S®S)®N
(u(»u)®v

(A0A)®B

U®1
u®i

V z
-A®B-

B

(3)

z
B

(^)

—^h

N

u®v

SfgiN^ 'n

Then (1) commutes by the naturality of ^. Also, (2), (3),

and (/|-) commute since voz^ = z^^°(u®v). Finally, (5) com-

mutes since u is a morphism in Sgp(N). Then we have that
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VoZt5o(u'<gil) o«. = vos ° (i©.^_). Since v is a monomorphism.
B B

this iraplies z.<>(v.®l)<'U= 2: t,(i0z^)» Thus, (A,B,z:g) is

an object in Lact(N). Then we have (ajb) is a morphism

in Lvact(N), Also J (ii,v) is a monomorphism in Lact(N),

But sincG (fss) is an exbremal epimorphisaj (fss) - (u,v)

(a,b) implies (u,v) is an isomorphism in Lact(N) so U^(usv)

is an isomorphism in Ssp(N)xM. Rit U^ (f ,s) -• U (us\')^U. (ajb)
•* 1 i

and U^(ajb) is a regular epimorphism in Ssp(N)xH since

a and b are regular epimorphisms respectively in Ssp(N)

and li. ConsequGntly-j U. {f jg) is a regular epimorphism in

Ssp(N)xM so Uj|_ preserves regular epimorphisms,

(3.23). E££2£§AJ?J-J2S.'' ^1 ^^ 3-5 reflects congraenee

relations.

I^oof. Suppose the following is a diagram in Lact (N)

:

(P,Q5Zq>-
(P2.q2)

(R,

(Pg.qg) (f,s)

(f,s)
->(S,K5Zj-)

Denote U^(P,Q,2q) as (P,Q) and U^(p !,q ) as (p^jO^), and

so forth. Suppose the follovrlng is a pullback square in

Sgp(N)xHs

(P,Q)- >(Px,M)

(P2jq2)

(R,M)-
(f,s)

(3%S)

-^(S,N)

Suppose that the following diagram commutes in lact (N)

j
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(P%Q»,2:^,) li--^. ^(R,II,2j,j)

(f,s)

Then WG also have (f ,g} o (p] ,0 * ) = (f,s) » (p^,q » ) in Sgp(N)xK.

Hence, there exists a unique (p,q) : (P»,Q' ) ^(P,Q) such

that, in Ssp(N)xK, (p^,q^ )o (p,q) = (p.Sq^), for i = 1,2.

Sinc9 U^ is feithful, uniqueness in S£p(N)xH implies unique-

ness in lact(IJ). Thus, it suffices to shov: that (p,q):

(PSQ*,Zqs) -)(P,Q5Z ) is a norphisni in Lact(N). Since

(qi»q2) is the pullbs.ck in K of g with itself and since

e°q|'>ZQS = goq^-'Z J, lie have that there exists a unique

r!P'®Q«—>Q so that q^or = ^-i^^Qcs fo^" i = 1,2. HoT:sver,

^i°^"^Q' " °-i"^Qe» ^ ^ ^»2. Also, q^^Z "(perj = z^.-Cp^q^)

o(p®q) - z-.j-(p|^q^) = qi'ZQg. Thus, qoz^^, = r = z^oCp^q).

Consequentlj^ (pjq) 5 (?' jQS^^t

)

>(P,QsZ^) is a morphisa

in Lact(N). Thus, U^ reflects consru.ence relations.

0.2^). Siososition, Let (A,U) and (3,7) be algebraic

categories so that neither U nor V assumes the empty set

as a value. Then (AxB, Tr<'(UxV) ) is an algebraic category,

where ff is as in 3,19.

i^92L* If F and G are respectively the left adjoints

of U and V and if H denotes the left adjoint of F (see 3.19),

then it is easy to see that (FxG)cH is the left adjoint of

JT-dlxV). The remaining properties are easily verified,

(3.25). I^pposition. I^oposition 3.2^4- holds with

"algebraic" replaced by "varietal."
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Proof. The proof is straightfor-i'rard and is left to the

reader

,

(3.26). Proof of 3.5, This is ir^mediate from propo-

sitions 3.6 and 3.21 through 3*25 and from the fact that

since Ssp(N) and M are algebraicj they have regular epi-

morpnism, nonomorphisra factorization of morphisms (see Hll)*

(3.27). Ccrollarv to 3.5. ^H, the category of all

modules over all rings, is a varietal category.

^voof . Let N = (Ab,®sO^) where ® denotes the tensor

product over the integers and ex is the usual associativity

transformation. Then it is vxell kno^ai that N is a multi-

plicative category iJithout unit. Also, it is vrall knovm

that for any abelian group E, _®E and W_ preserve finite

(in fact J arbitrary) coproducts. ( For details about the

tensor product, the reader may see C6}^)

It is easy to see that Sgp(N) is isomorphic to R and

that Lact(N) is isomorphic to _M. Since isomorphisms pre-

serve all the properties concerned, we will check in „H

the hypotheses to 3.5.

(i) Let f be a regular epimorphism in H and g be

a regular epimorphism in Ab. Then f and g are onto functions

so f©g is an onto function. Hence- f^g is an epimorphism,

( For background material on R, see C7J .

)

(2) It is well known that Ab and R with their forget-

ful functors are varietal categories and that their forget-

ful functors never assume the empty set as a value.

(3) Let (f,g):(R,M,. )• ->(S,N,,"0 be a morphism in M.
R

It is easy to show that the following is a congruence relation
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vjhere p^ and q^ are the natural proj-ections, i = l,2j and

where vje use the induced nodule multiplication on the group

Tf(m,m')[s(ra) = s(n»)};

({(r,rMlf(r) ^ f (r' )} , {(in,n'
)|
g(m) = s(in» )}, . )-^^^M(R,M, «

)

(Pg.Qg)

(R,I-I,.)-
(f,s)

The details are left to the reader.

Now vre construct coequalizers. Let (f,g) sr.d (f',g*)

taking (R,M,') into (SjNs-^) be tvro morphisms in M . Let

N» = fg(2n)"S«(m)|nieI.i}c Let I be the ideal of S generated

by {f(r)»f«(r)|rc-R}. It is easy to see that psS—>S/I is

the coequalizer of f and f * in R, where p is the natural

projection. There is an induced module multiplication

for (S/I,N/(N»-MN+SN')). Let q.'N—>xV(N'+IN-}-SN» ) be the

natural map. By definition of the induced multiplication,

(Pso) is a morphism in j^M. It is clear that (p,q)°(f5G) =

(P.q)«(fSg'). Suppose (k,t)o(f,s) = (k,t) => (f * ,s» ) , where

(kjt)s(S,N,-^) >(T,L5.). Since p = coeq(f,f»), there exists

a unique ring norphism k"- so that k-^^^p ^ k. Define t^*(q(n))

= t(n). To see that t'"- is vzell-defined, suppose x is in

N», IN, or SN'. If X is in N', then x - g(Li)-^s» (n) , for

some m, so t(x) = t (g(ra)-s' (m) ) - t (g(m) )-t (g« (m) ) = 0.

For each r in R, t ( (f (r).^f • (r)n) = k(f (r)~f « (r) )t (n) =

0»t(n) --. 0. Since I is generated by {"f(r)-f»(r) reR},

t(x) = 0, for each x in IN. t (s (g(]n)-'-g(m' ) )
) =

k(s)t(g(ni)-g(m»)) = k(s).0 =0. Thus, for each x in SN»,
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t{:<:) =• 0. Hence, t* is vrell-definGd, It is clear that

t* is a morphism in Ab and it is left to the reader to verify-

that (k-,t'"0 is a raorphism II, Since p and q are onto,

(k-"-,t--0 is uniquBo Tnus, (Pjq) is the coequalizer of (f,g)

and (f%£").

(4) Suppose a and b are regular epimorphisms respec-

tively in R and Ab. Also, assume that v is a monomorphism

in Ab. Tlien a, b, and a®b are onto and v is one-to-one.

Suppose the following diagram in Ab commutes:

A.® 3*- ^^ ->A®3 "^^ >A"€)B"

Define z sA®3 >3 as follovxs. For x in A<S»Bs, a®b is onto
B

implies that there exists x* in A'fSB* so that (aig»b)(x*) = x.

Define 2g(x) = (boZgj)(x'). It is left to the reader to

shoi-r that z^ is well-defined, is a morphism in Ab, and

that the required commutativity holds.

Thus, all the hypotheses of 3*5 are satisfied. Hence,

"by 3^5i pH is a varietal category.

(3.28). GejierajJ,.zations and Further Results . We have

obtained a generalization of 3»5 vrhich allo:TS us to deduce

that certain subcategories of Lact(N) are varietal categories,

Due to time pressures, we are unable to include the details.

Hovrsver, i;e would like to list a number of vrell knoi/n cat-

egories which are varietal. The proofs of these assertations

are along the same lines as the proof that _I-I is varietal.

(3»29). Varietal Cate^ggries . The following categories
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are varietal

j

(a) the category of all not necessarily unital modules

over all rings having an identity, where ring laorphisms

preserve identies and morphisms of the category are analo-

gous to norphisjiis in K,

(b) the category of all monoids acting on pointed

sets, not necessarily in a unital fashion but so that if

(M, (Xjx), • ) is an object in the category, then l«x = x,

where morphisms in the category are analogous to morphisms

in LI, and

(c) the category of all compact, Hausdorff monoids

acting on compact, Hausdorff spaces analogously as in (b).

It is our hope to publish at a later date a complete proof

of 3.29.

(3.30). Categories 1-Jhich ^.flre Almo_s_t yarietal« Let C

be either the category of all compact acts (see 1.1?) or

the category of all semigroups acting on sets. Let Us

C—?SnsxKns be the forgetful functor. Then U satisfies

properties A2j A3, and V in definition 3.2. Furthermore,

C has congruence relations and coequalizers.

^C£Sl.L- U has a left adjoint by 3,6. V7e hope that

the remainder of this proof will bs published at a later

date. Dj.e to time pressures, it is not given noi;.
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